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Kansas NSF EPSCoR Begins 2003
with Renewed Commitment

A day-long tour of the University of Kansas facilities, and meetings with various Kansas-NSF EPSCoR participants yielded a new level of accord
as the program enters its second decade. Enjoying lunch at the Alumni Center, from left to right: Chancellor Robert E. Hemenway, KU;
Provost David E. Shulenberger, KU; James Firnberg, NSF Consultant; Thomas N. Taylor, Kansas NSF EPSCoR Project Director; Tracy Taylor,
President of KTEC; Sam Campbell, President of Campbell-Becker, Inc.; Ted R. Knous, KSU Associate Vice Provost for Research.

fter nearly a decade of investments in
science and technology research, the
National Science Foundation
EPSCoR is encouraging participating states
to re-dedicate their efforts to the program’s
success.
s the top-ranked of only three state
On a mission from the NSF, Dr. James
proposals funded by NSF this year,
Firnberg, chancellor emeritus at Louisiana
Kansas NSF EPSCoR scored $9 milState University-Alexandria, visited the
lion for university research. The initial award
University of Kansas on October 28, 2002.
of $3 million per year will span March 2003
More than 30 Kansas NSF EPSCoR
researchers and administrators gathered to
hear his message.
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Decade of Scientific Achievement
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through February 2004, with additional
increments of $3 million expected in FY
2004 and FY 2005.
“We are extremely pleased with this
award,” explained Thomas N. Taylor, project
director for Kansas NSF EPSCoR. “These
funds will enable scientists at Kansas State
University, the University of Kansas, and
Wichita State University to build a new life
sciences infrastructure and pursue research in
bioinformatics, lipidomics and at the interface
of ecology and genomics.”
In a detour from the focus of proposals
(continued on page 3)

Research distinguishes
a great university

From the Director
Dear Colleagues:
In the last issue, I reported that the
Kansas NSF EPSCoR Research Infrastructure Improvement proposal was
being reviewed, and that I was optimistic
it would be funded. While our optimism
was rewarded and the Phase IV grant of
$9 million began on April 1, 2003, it was
not without the hard work of Barbara
Paschke, Doug Byers, and Pat Schmidt of
the Kansas NSF EPSCoR office. Many
of you know these dedicated professionals personally, or via telephone and email, and therefore fully appreciate that
they continually strive to make our program the model among EPSCoR states,
while at the same time helping to
increase the total research enterprise in
Kansas. A measure of their collective success, coupled with the assistance of many
researchers at WSU, KSU, and KU is the
fact that our proposal received the highest rating of any of the funded awards in
this round of competition.
As we begin a new three year funding cycle designed to increase faculty
and program competitiveness in
Kansas, we also embark on a number of
new strategies to extend the passion we
all share about science, engineering,
technology, and mathematics to students at various levels of education
throughout Kansas. We want to
encourage students and faculty to
explore collaborations at various levels.
One of the primary goals of Kansas
NSF EPSCoR is to develop both human
and physical infrastructure so as to make
researchers throughout the state more
competitive for regular funding programs
at the National Science Foundation. Our
efforts will continue to be directed at maximizing our dollars in working with the
universities and their research faculty.
Although the Phase IV award has just
started, it is not too early to begin to think
about the focus of our next competitive
proposal. Where should NSF EPSCoR
and our state partner KTEC focus
resources in the future so as to be well
positioned to meet the challenges in the
research arena? I look forward to your suggestions as we begin the planning process
as to how Kansas researchers can strengthen their role and become key players in
this ever-changing research landscape.
Thomas N. Taylor
Project Director

esearch. This particular meeting was
only about research: how to fund
research; how to gather consensus and
support for research; how to write better
research proposals; how to disseminate
research results. The objective was clear, and it
was repeated throughout April 8, the date of
the Kansas Statewide EPSCoR Conference
held at the University of Kansas.
More than 150 researchers, administrators,
and students gathered to hear by keynote
speakers, federal agency staff, and faculty
skilled in the art of proposal preparation. In
addition to panel discussions and poster sessions, participants learned of the importance
of helping both state and federal legislators to
understand university research.
Keynote speaker State Representative
Sydney Carlin (D-Manhattan) shared ideas
on imparting the research message to state
legislators and to the general public. She
stressed the importance of condensing the
message into one-two sentences. “Lawmakers
are extremely busy and usually only have a
few minutes to focus on most issues,” she
said.
As a former mayor and city commissioner
in KSU-based Manhattan, Carlin understands
the relationship between university research
and the economic impact it may have on a
community.
The evening keynote, presented by Mary
Woolley, President of Research!America, of
Alexandria, VA, focused on the reduction in
the amount of the federal gross domestic
product that is dedicated to scientific
research. She encouraged Kansas scientists
contact their Washington, D.C. delegation on
a regular basis to keep them informed about
important research going on in the state.
Woolley also shared results of a statewide
public opinion poll that focused on citizens’
attitudes about university research. The poll
found that 96 percent of Kansans think the
state legislature should continue supporting
science and engineering research at its universities. In the same poll, 92 percent of respondents said that university research is important to the Kansas economy.

R

Woolley echoed Carlin’s advice that scientists develop a two-minute speech that gives a
capsule summary of their research. A brief
prepared presentation is an effective way to
convey the importance of the work without
taking too much of a legislator’s time.

What makes
a successful
proposal?
EXCERPTS FROM PANELISTS...

“

A grant proposal is a 5-minute
advertisement, but it also is a story, ideas,
people, and the tools to be used
in achieving the research goal.

”

“

You must have a research plan—
the facilities, the component solutions,
the institutional commitment.

”

“

Reviewers look for two
major criteria: intellectual merit,
and the broader impacts that the research
could have outside of the discipline.

”

“

Have a dialog with project directors—
ask them how to direct the proposal,
allow them to ask critical questions
to help you stay on track.

”

need to have a charismatic topic,
“Youa formidable
hypothesis, and
have done your homework.
”
Have a colleague read the proposal
“to reduce jargon, proofread, and
double-check grammar.”

“
”
Add a little humor.
”
“
Develop a creative title, and
make“
sure you have a good summary.
”
Follow the order of
the program announcement.

The Kansas NSF EPSCoR Focus newsletter is published by Kansas NSF EPSCoR, 222 Strong Hall,
University of Kansas, Lawrence, KS 66045. To be added to the subscription list or for additional
copies of this newsletter, write to us at the above address, call us at 785/864-3096, or e-mail us
at nsfepscor@ku.edu.
Newsletter editor: Janie Rutherford
Newsletter design: The Design Element, Inc./Bonnie Hall
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Honorees
t the Statewide EPSCoR Conference
on April 8, Kansas NSF EPSCoR
honored a few of its outstanding mentors and dedicated partners.

A

JIM HOEHN — The Kansas program has
had a connection with Hoehn since he joined
NSF EPSCoR in 1991 as a Senior Program
Director. In 1998, Hoehn was promoted to
Head of the National Science Foundation’s
EPSCoR office where he has served as an
advocate for every EPSCoR state and as a
respected and trusted friend to Kansas.

BETH BROUGH — Although Brough
now lives in West Virginia, for many years
she dedicated her days to the university
research programs funded by the Kansas
Technology Enterprise Corporation. In
2001, when the Kansas NSF proposal was
not funded, Brough was instrumental in
helping Kansas maintain its First Award
program through funding at KTEC.
Brough’s dedication to strengthen research
in Kansas was recognized at the conference.
At the university level, several individuals
with thorough knowledge of agency guidelines and requirements have helped EPSCoR
and other proposals succeed.

ANITA FAHRNY — Since the early ‘90’s,
Fahrny has served as the Assistant Director of
PreAward Services in the Office of Research
and Sponsored Programs at KSU. She is
renowned for her involvement in special and
large interdisciplinary projects, and complex
contract negotiations with both private sponsors and state and federal agencies.

Acknowledgment of outstanding participants in the Kansas-NSF EPSCoR program included the presentation
of awards to (left to right) James B. Hoehn, Head of NSF EPSCoR; Beth Brough, former KTEC Vice
President; and Anita Fahney, KSU Assistant Director of PreAward Services. Barbara Paschke, Assistant
Director, and Thomas N. Taylor, Project Director of Kansas NSF EPSCoR, stand with the awardees.

KRISTI MICHELLE BILLINGER —
Armed with a degree in business accounting
and business administration plus several years
of private sector work, Billinger joined the
University of Kansas Center for Research
(KUCR) as a Proposal Services Officer in
1997. She has helped many KU faculty prepare winning proposals.

LANDRA FAIR — An understanding of
the biological sciences is one of the strengths
Fair brings to her position as a proposal
preparation specialist for KUCR. She was
intimately involved in the preparation and
submission of EPSCoR’s Research
Infrastructure Improvement proposal in
2001.
SUZANNE HENDERSON — As a grant

Emily
McReynolds
helps
coordinate
EPSCoR
activities at
Wichita State
University.

in preparing and reviewing proposals prior to
submission to funding agencies. In 2002, she
assisted the Kansas NSF EPSCoR staff in the
submission of the Research Infrastructure
Improvement proposal.

monitor at KUCR, Henderson assists faculty

EMILY MCREYNOLDS — As assistant to
the associate vice president for research at
WSU, McReynolds disseminates grant program information to faculty and staff. She is
the chief liaison between the Office of
Research Administration and two compliance
committees, the Institutional Review Board,
and the Institutional Animal Care and Use
Committee.
CAROLE ROBARCHEK — With a job

Contributing to the development of a successful grant proposal is a full-time job for these KU Center
for Research employees (left to right) Landra Fair, Suzanne Henderson, and Kristi Billinger.
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description that includes “proposal review,
edit, re-write, organization, and evaluation”
Robarchek is a key individual for proposals
coming through the Office of Research
Administration at WSU. She is also their
“electronic” specialist, assisting faculty with
the electronic submission of proposals to federal agencies.

Phase IV Award
(continued from page 1)

More than 150 researchers, administrators and students gathered at the Kansas statewide EPSCoR
Conference, April 8. James A. Roberts, KU Associate Vice Provost for Research (left) introduced the
morning keynote speaker, Rep. Sydney Carlin (second from left) (D-Manhattan); and Thomas N. Taylor,
Kansas NSF EPSCoR Project Director (right) introduced the evening keynote speaker, Mary Woolley
(second from right), President of Research!America.

Following the morning’s keynote session, (left to right) James B. Hoehn, Head of NSF EPSCoR; Kevin
Carr, Vice President of KTEC Commercial and University Programs; and Greg Monaco, Program Director
in the NSF Division of Advanced Networking Infrastructure and Research, each described the kinds of
research funded by their organization.

Keith Thompson, Department of Defense EPSCoR
Manager, describes how to find Defense funding
opportunities on the Internet as a part of the
afternoon’s panel discussions.

Conference Keynoters, Rep. Sydney Carlin (DManhattan) and Mary Woolley, President of
Research!America, both stressed the importance of
keeping elected officials informed about research.
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received between 1992 and 2001, the
Kansas team chose to aim its Phase IV proposal on a plan that would mesh with two
regional developments. In 2001, the worldclass Stowers Institute for Medical Research
in Kansas City opened, with a goal of creating one of the top areas nationally for life
sciences excellence. More than 100 scientists and business leaders participated in
the Stowers initiative. The second regional
development that influenced the direction
of Kansas NSF EPSCoR proposal was the
commitment in 2002 of the Kansas
Legislature to finance new scientific
research and development facilities at
Kansas State University, Wichita State
University, and the University of Kansas
School of Medicine.
“The partnership created with business
and government leading a regional effort to
develop excellence in the life sciences allows
our Phase IV award to play a major role by
improving infrastructure and supporting
basic research in ecology, genomics,
lipidomics, and bioinformatics,” Taylor
added.
The Kansas Technology Enterprise
Corporation will provide $1,125,000 in
matching funds for the grant, and KSU, KU
and WSU will each provide $375,000 to
bring the state’s required match to $1.5 million in year one of the award.
Throughout the Kansas university system, 55 individuals will be involved in the
various projects, including 11 graduate
research assistants and 12 postdoctoral fellows. In addition, special emphasis will be
placed on developing educational opportunities in science, technology, engineering
and mathematics for women and other
underrepresented groups.
Specifically, NSF funding will support
the purchase of high tech instrumentation;
“first awards” to assist new faculty in building research programs; planning awards to
organize new research initiatives; “start-up”
funds to purchase laboratory equipment for
newly hired faculty; and new educational
opportunities for students from the Haskell
Indian Nations University and the community college to participate in university
research.

Researchers from KSU, KU, and WSU were more than pleased to discuss their research with conference attendees as they took time to view posters during
several breaks at the Kansas Statewide EPSCoR Conference.

Poster Contest Showcases EPSCoR Research
olorful graphics and detailed illustrations were the hallmark of nearly 30
poster entries at the Statewide
EPSCoR Conference on April 8. The contest
was sponsored and funded by the Kansas
Technology Enterprise Corporation to
encourage researchers to communicate their
science to the general public.

C

$1,000 First Prize
Characterization of Stable Tearing Fracture
Behavior in Aerospace-Grade Titanium Alloy
by Dr. Kevin Lease, KSU Associate Professor
of Mechanical and Nuclear Engineering
$500 Second Prize
Research on Groundwater Based Economies

by Dr. David Steward, KSU Assistant
Professor of Civil Engineering
$250 Third Prize
Manufacturing and Design of 3-D Textile
Composites by Dr. Youqi Wang, KSU
Associate Professor of Mechanical and
Nuclear Engineering

Third Time is a Charm for Van Stipdonk
irst Awardees in the Kansas NSF
EPSCoR program will probably agree
that the patience and the good sense to
follow the recommendations by proposal
reviewers can weight the scales in the right
direction.
For example, when Michael Van Stipdonk,
assistant professor of chemistry at Wichita
State, was denied funding in his first attempt
to win an NSF proposal in 2001. However,
the reviewers encouraged him to revise and
resubmit his proposal in 2002. In addition,
they directed him to narrow the scope of his
research and strengthen the focal points.
The result–in June 2002, Van Stipdonk
was awarded a $99,902 First Award from
Kansas NSF EPSCoR to use mass spectrometry to advance his research on proteomics. In
addition, he revised and re-submitted his proposal to NSF, and on March 1, 2003 was
awarded a prestigious, 60-month Career

F

Award, estimated at $462,000 from the NSF
Chemistry Division. His proposal is titled,
Advancing Mass Spectrometry for
Peptide/Protein Sequencing.
Recently, Van Stipdonk expressed his
appreciation to the EPSCoR program. “The
generation of ideas and preliminary data for
that challenging proposal would not have
been possible without the support of the

The generation of ideas and
preliminary data for that
challenging proposal would
not have been possible
without the support of the
EPSCoR program.
5

EPSCoR program,” he said.
Van Stipdonk’s identification of peptides
and proteins is a crucial step in an effort to
understand metabolic pathways, cellular signaling, and the biochemistry of disease. His
project will include undergraduate students as
integral participants in the research. From
their experiences, the experiments for the
determination of amino acid sequence in peptides will be condensed, and transformed into
novel educational exercises.
A new program will be developed for K-12
grades to assist in science teacher preparation
and retention. Already, more than 90 teachers
have expressed interest in the program.
Hopefully, opportunities will be extended to
high school teachers to spend summer months
conducting research at WSU, strengthening
their knowledge of chemistry and preparing
them to translate the excitement and relevance
of science to their students.

Kansas NSF EPSCoR Begins 2003
with Renewed Commitment

Dr. Firnberg’s visit to Kansas and his suggestions for supporting and expanding the EPSCoR mission were discussed at the Alumni Center over lunch. (Left to
right) Kevin Carr, KTEC Vice President; Janie Rutherford, Communications Consultant; Doug Byers, Kansas NSF EPSCoR Budget and Accounts Administrator;
Genna Hurd, Research Associate, KU Policy Research Institute; Charles E. Haines, Biology Instructor at Haskell Indian Nations University; Elizabeth Yanik, and
Marvin Harrel, Associate Professors of Mathematics, Emporia State University.

the various state universities and programs.
He also commented on major achievements of Kansas NSF EPSCoR —its development of human resources for Kansas and the
national influence that Kansas projects are
having on research.
Federal expenditures are increasing in Kansas.
Kansas is now 4th among EPSCoR states, which
indicates an aggressive program with innovative
leaders seeking every opportunity.
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of university research programs, and eventually integrate the work as a segment of a state’s
economic development programs. It takes
years.
During his visit, Dr. Firnberg underscored
the attractiveness of working and living in
Kansas—citing the quality of life, the opportunity for funding, resourcefulness of state
agencies, the state government’s endorsement
of the program, and the collaboration among
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222 Strong Hall
1450 Jayhawk Boulevard
University of Kansas
Lawrence, KS 66045

(continued from page 1)
Dr. Firnberg’s visit delivered the NSF
request to continue developing database
information that allows NSF to demonstrate
increased participation in its programs by
race, ethnicity and gender. In addition,
Firnberg worked with state program leaders
to better communicate the program’s successes. It’s a difficult job to parlay the work of
early scientists into the expansion and success

